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OPINION
Following a catastrophic car crash, Appellee Joel Garcia was taken to a nearby
hospital. Law-enforcement officers, suspecting that Garcia was intoxicated and concerned
that he might soon receive an intravenous treatment, took a sample of his blood without a
warrant. The State claimed that this action was necessitated by “exigent circumstances,” 1

1

See Missouri v. McNeely, 569 U.S. 141, 148–51 (2013).
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but the trial judge disagreed, suppressing the blood evidence. Deferring to the trial judge’s
findings of fact, we hold that he did not abuse his discretion in so ruling.
I. FACTS
The court of appeals’ recitation of the facts was thorough and well expressed.2 With
few exceptions, we adopt it for the purposes of this opinion, and we restate only those facts
that are essential to understanding our holding.
In the early morning hours of Christmas Eve, 2014, El Paso police and emergency
medical responders were dispatched to the scene of a “serious” car accident.3

The

circumstances were “hectic—officers were trying to control traffic, two cars were on fire,
and people were walking around the entire area.”4 Three people would ultimately die as a
result of the crash. The lead investigating officer, Andres Rodriguez, arrived on-scene at
approximately 1:52 a.m. While there, Rodriguez discovered that Garcia was the driver of
one of the wrecked vehicles—a fact that Garcia initially tried to deny. Rodriguez also began
to suspect that Garcia was under the influence of alcohol.

So when Garcia refused

Rodriguez’s request to provide a sample of breath or blood, Rodriguez left the scene between
2:40 and 2:45 a.m. to begin preparing a search warrant.
As he was getting ready to leave, Rodriguez learned that emergency medical
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See State v. Garcia, No. 08-15-00264-CR, 2017 WL 728367, at *1–4 (Tex.
App.—El Paso Feb. 24, 2017) (not designated for publication).
3

Id. at *1.
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responders were taking Garcia to nearby Del Sol Hospital. Rodriguez instructed Officer
Steven Torres to accompany Garcia to the hospital. Rodriguez told Torres that “if they start
to medicate him or put . . . I.V.s or anything on him, let me know and . . . I’ll break from
wherever I am and then I’ll go out there and I’ll assist you[.]” Rodriguez explained that,
based on his training and experience, it was his understanding that some intravenous (I.V.)
treatments can dilute a person’s blood-alcohol concentration. Rodriguez arrived at the
nearest police substation at 2:53 a.m. and immediately began preparing a warrant.
Torres and Garcia arrived at Del Sol at 3:01 a.m., and Garcia was admitted into the
emergency room (E.R.) within minutes. When they entered the E.R., a nurse was “already
near the curtain by [Garcia’s] bed, waiting with equipment to begin” hooking Garcia up to
an I.V. drip. Torres made contact with Officer Raul Lom, a recently retired El Paso
policeman who was working security at Del Sol on the morning of the crash. Lom assisted
Torres by relaying information by phone from the hospital to Rodriguez back at the station
while Torres stayed near Garcia’s hospital bed.
Shortly after Garcia arrived in the E.R., Dr. Gary Kavonian came to Garcia’s bed to
begin examining him. When Kavonian arrived, Garcia was already surrounded by medical
personnel, including the nurse holding the I.V. equipment. Kavonian described Garcia as
“uncooperative,” and remembered Garcia combatively telling the nurses that “he didn’t want
to have an I.V.” Kavonian ordered the medical staff not to place an I.V. on Garcia, and they
complied. Ultimately, Garcia never received an I.V. while at Del Sol Hospital.
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But Lom, who testified that he was standing too far from Kavonian to hear him cancel
the I.V., was “very certain that [at] any moment” Garcia “would be injected with an I.V.”
From his vantage, Lom could see the nurse holding the I.V. bag in front of Garcia and Garcia
shaking his head in the negative. Torres, standing “five to six feet” from Garcia, was close
enough to the medical personnel to at least hear that they were having “[m]ultiple
conversations” about him. But just like Lom, Torres claimed that he never heard Kavonian
tell the nurse to hold off on the I.V. Torres also claimed that, at the time, he believed an I.V.
was imminent. Accordingly, both Lom and Torres testified that they believed “exigent
circumstances” justified their immediate, warrantless action. At 3:10 a.m., Lom called
Rodriguez to relay his concerns about the I.V., and Rodriguez told Lom to get a sample of
Garcia’s blood without waiting for a warrant. Lom conveyed Rodriguez’s orders to Torres,
and together they sought out a phlebotomist to perform the blood draw.
Phlebotomist Adriana Gandara had been paged by hospital staff earlier that morning
to report to Garcia’s bed for the purpose of performing a medical blood draw. When
Gandara got to Garcia’s bed, Dr. Kavonian was already there, so she decided not to take any
of Garcia’s blood until she received an order from Kavonian to do so. As Gandara waited,
Lom and Torres approached and told her that they needed her to draw Garcia’s blood.
Gandara testified that she intended to comply with the officers’ request after Kavonian
finished his examination, but the officers told her “that they didn’t have the paperwork” yet,
and asked her to wait “for them to get that.” She waited with them for a few minutes, until
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finally the officers allowed her to return to her regular duties. Eventually, the officers paged
Gandara back to the E.R., and at 3:17 a.m., she took two vials of Garcia’s blood.
An analysis of Garcia’s blood showed that he had a blood-alcohol concentration of
0.268 at the time of the draw. The analysis also detected the presence of “Benzoylecgonine,”
a cocaine metabolite, in Garcia’s blood.
A. The Trial Judge’s Findings
Garcia, charged with three counts of intoxication manslaughter, filed a motion to
suppress the evidence gathered from the officers’ warrantless blood draw. After an extensive
hearing on Garcia’s motion, the trial judge suppressed the blood evidence, making two sets
of oral findings and conclusions and one written set of findings and conclusions. As relevant
here, the trial judge found that the historical facts unfolded as follows.5 First, Garcia arrived
at the hospital at 3:01 a.m. and was brought into the emergency room “a little shortly
thereafter, about 3:05, 3:07 in the morning.” Second, he was approached by multiple medical
caregivers, including a nurse holding I.V. equipment. Third, Garcia refused treatment, and
Dr. Kavonian ordered the medical staff to withhold the I.V. Fourth, as Kavonian and the
medical staff were leaving the area, Officers Lom and Torres approached Gandara, the
phlebotomist. The officers told Gandara that they needed her assistance drawing Garcia’s
blood, but that they needed to obtain some “paperwork” before that could happen. Fifth, as
much as “10 to 20 minutes later,” the officers contacted Gandara again and ordered her to

5

See 7 RR at 100–07.
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draw Garcia’s blood.
Without qualification, the trial judge found all of the medical and fire-department
personnel credible in their accounts. He made several qualified statements about the
credibility of the police officers. The trial judge found the officers credible “with regard to
the establishment of factors in being able to make a determination whether the defendant was
intoxicated, therefore enabling them and providing sufficient evidence to justify a blood
warrant.” But he found them “not credible in making a determination in their minds that
there were exigent circumstances to justify a warrantless blood draw.” He similarly found
that the officers’ “belief” and “assessment” that exigent circumstances existed “[was] not
credible.” The trial judge would not say whether he thought the officers were “lying or not,”
but he nevertheless concluded that “Officer Lom’s and Officer Torres’[s] testimony is not
credible with regards to their assessment and the reasonableness of their conclusion that
exigent circumstances existed.”
B. Appeal and Discretionary Review
The State appealed, positing several arguments as to why the trial judge abused his
discretion in suppressing the blood evidence. The court of appeals disagreed with most of
these arguments. The court first disagreed with the State that “the delay in investigating and
controlling the accident scene” and “the severity of the accident” contributed in creating an
exigency.6 It also concluded that “Garcia’s attempts to convince Rodriguez” that he was not

6

Garcia, 2017 WL 728367, at *7.
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the driver “took a minimal amount of time, at best.”7 And it agreed with the trial judge that
the warrant procedures in place at the time of the search were sufficiently technologically
developed to allow the police to obtain a warrant in a reasonably timely fashion.8
But “the crux of the case,” according to the court of appeals, was whether the
possibility of medical treatment at the hospital presented “a truly ‘now or never’ scenario”
that excused the officers from the normally time-consuming obligation of obtaining a search
warrant.9 The court of appeals thought that it did:
Garcia’s accident resulted in three deaths, several cars afire, and the necessity
of numerous officers on the scene. . . . [H]is intoxication was induced by
alcohol and cocaine metabolites[.] . . . Introducing intravenous saline or other
medication, particularly narcotic medication, would likely compromise the
blood sample by impeding the ability to determine the rate of dissipation.10
The court of appeals reversed the trial judge’s ruling on these bases.
Garcia petitioned this Court to review the court of appeals’ decision, complaining that
the court of appeals had failed to discuss, much less defer to, the trial judge’s extensive
findings of fact. He also argued that the court of appeals erred to take into consideration that
Garcia’s blood contained cocaine metabolites—a fact the police were not privy to at the time
they ordered the draw. We granted review on both grounds.
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Id. at *7–8.
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II. LAW
A warrantless search is per se unreasonable under the Fourth Amendment unless it
falls within a recognized exception to the warrant requirement.11 The well-established
“exigent circumstances” exception applies when “the exigencies of the situation make the
needs of law enforcement so compelling that a warrantless search is objectively reasonable
under the Fourth Amendment.”12 Under this exception, a law-enforcement officer may be
justified in conducting a warrantless search “to prevent the imminent destruction of
evidence.” 13
In drunk-driving cases in particular, “the natural dissipation of alcohol in the blood
may support a finding of exigency in a specific case”—but “it does not do so categorically.” 14
Instead, any exigent-circumstances review should be informed by the totality of the facts and
circumstances available to the officer and analyzed under an objective standard of
reasonableness.15 And, “where police officers can reasonably obtain a warrant before a blood
sample can be drawn without significantly undermining the efficacy of the search, the Fourth
Amendment mandates that they do so.” 16
11

See, e.g., McNeely, 569 U.S. at 148.

12

Id. at 148–49 (quoting Kentucky v. King, 563 U.S. 452, 460 (2011)).

13

Id. at 149 (citations omitted).

14

Id. at 156.

15

Id. at 148–150.
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Id. at 152 (citing McDonald v. United States, 335 U.S. 451, 456 (1948)).
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When the defendant files a motion to suppress evidence on Fourth-Amendment
grounds, he has the initial burden of proving that a warrantless search occurred; if he
succeeds, the burden shifts to the State to prove that a warrant-requirement exception
applies.17 In ruling on the motion, and upon request of the losing party, the trial judge is
required to make findings of fact and conclusions of law expressing the basis for his ruling.18
Reviewing courts should afford “almost total deference” to the trial judge’s findings on
matters of historical fact, especially when those findings “are based on an evaluation of
credibility and demeanor.”19 But “application[s] of law to fact” or “mixed questions of law
and fact” are entitled to deference only if they “turn[] on an evaluation of credibility and
demeanor.”20 Otherwise, they are reviewed de novo.21
This appeal mostly centers around the following interrelated issues: (1) On a claim of
exigent circumstances, which of the trial judge’s findings and conclusions are entitled to
deference; (2) which of the trial judge’s findings and conclusions are reviewable de novo;
and (3) which of the trial judge’s findings and conclusions are relevant to determining
whether the warrantless search was objectively reasonable under the Fourth Amendment?

17

See 43 George E. Dix & John M. Schmolesky, Texas Practice—Criminal Practice
and Procedure § 18:20 (3d ed. 2011).
18

E.g., State v. Cullen, 195 S.W.3d 696, 699–700 (Tex. Crim. App. 2006).

19

Guzman v. State, 955 S.W.2d 85, 89 (Tex. Crim. App. 1997).

20

Id.

21

See Kothe v. State, 152 S.W.3d 54, 62–63 (Tex. Crim. App. 2004).
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These issues are likely to re-emerge any time an exigency issue presents itself. In the interest
of providing guidance to lower courts in settling future claims of exigent circumstances, we
will lay out some of the factors that informed the trial judge’s decision in this case and
attempt to describe, item by item, both the deference owed to the trial judge in that regard
and the relevance each item should have in determining whether an exigency existed.
A. Pure historical facts.
We have long held that a trial judge’s findings of historical fact, as long as they find
support within the record, are entitled to deference.22 This is because, on matters of historical
fact, the trial judge is in “an appreciably better position than the appellate court” to settle
disputes.23 Such findings are also typically considered to be highly relevant to deciding
Fourth-Amendment issues.24 For example, in this case, the trial judge made various findings
as to time and place—Garcia was transported from the scene of the crash at 2:35–2:40 a.m.,
arrived at the hospital at 3:01 a.m., and was subjected to a warrantless blood draw at 3:17
a.m. Findings of this nature clearly and properly informed the trial judge’s determination of

22

E.g., Guzman, 955 S.W.2d at 89.

23

See id. (internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting Villarreal v. State, 935 S.W.2d
134, 139 (Tex. Crim. App. 1996) (McCormick, P.J., concurring)).
24

E.g., McNeely, 569 U.S. at 150 (“[T]he fact-specific nature of the reasonableness
inquiry . . . demands that we evaluate each case of alleged exigency based on its own facts
and circumstances.”) (citations and internal quotation marks omitted).
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whether there was time to secure a warrant under an exigent-circumstances analysis.25
By the same token, findings of fact as to purely historical events such as these are not
always dispositive of an exigent-circumstances analysis. For instance, it may be that the
officer’s awareness of the facts differs from the objective facts. Again, this case provides
a ready example. The trial judge found, as a matter of historical fact, that the medical staff
at Del Sol never administered an I.V. to Garcia. This finding is certainly supported by the
record and is therefore entitled to deference. But the State’s position is that, based on the
limited historical facts available to the officers, it was reasonable for them to infer that an
I.V. was imminent. And, if it was reasonable for them to infer an I.V. was imminent, it was
reasonable for them to fear that important evidence was at risk of destruction. If the facts
support it, this argument is plausible on its face. So, whether an exigency justifies a
warrantless search must depend, at least in some measure, upon what facts were actually
“available” to the officer at the time he conducts the search.26
B. Which facts were available to the officer.
The Supreme Court of the United States has consistently rejected the idea that, in
ruling upon the reasonableness of official action under the Fourth Amendment, it is the role

25

See Weems v. State, 493 S.W.3d 574, 580–82 (Tex. Crim. App. 2016) (taking timeand-duration considerations into account in deciding whether exigent circumstances
objectively prevented law enforcement from obtaining a warrant); Cole v. State, 490 S.W.3d
918, 924–26 (Tex. Crim. App. 2016) (same).
26

See Weems, 493 S.W.3d at 579 (citing Brigham City, Utah v. Stuart, 547 U.S. 398,
404 (2006)); Cole, 490 S.W.3d at 923 (same).
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of the trial judge to “discern[] what is in the mind of the individual officer conducting the
search.”27 That is because “the issue is not [the officer’s] state of mind, but the objective
effect of his actions.”28 As a result, the Supreme Court has declared that an individual
officer’s “subjective motivation” is, as far as the Fourth Amendment is concerned,
“irrelevant.”29 Our precedents have largely adhered to this instruction.30
But this should be carefully distinguished from the commonsense notion that, in
executing their duties, law-enforcement officers are usually aware of some historical facts
and unaware of others. We have previously held that whether an officer was aware of a fact
is itself essentially a matter of fact, both subject to deference and crucially relevant to a
Fourth-Amendment reasonableness inquiry.31 It is a matter of fact because “facts” often
include “not just tangible things, actual occurrences, and relationships, but also states of
mind[.]”32 It is entitled to deference because the trial judge will usually be in an “appreciably
27

E.g., Brigham City, Utah v. Stuart, 547 U.S. 398, 405 (2006).

28

Bond v. United States, 529 U.S. 334, 338 n.2 (2000).

29

Brigham, 547 U.S. at 404 (citing Bond, 529 U.S. at 338 n.2).

30

E.g., Walter v. State, 28 S.W.3d 538, 542 (Tex. Crim. App. 2000) (footnotes and
citations omitted) (“[A] police officer’s subjective motive will never invalidate objectively
justifiable behavior under the Fourth Amendment.”).
31

See, e.g., State v. Duran, 396 S.W.3d 563, 572 (Tex. Crim. App. 2013) (“The
question of whether an officer has reasonable suspicion to detain an individual for further
investigation is determined from the facts and circumstances actually known to the officer
at the time of the detention—what he saw, heard, smelled, tasted, touched, or felt—not what
that officer could have or should have known.”) (emphasis in original).
32

Facts, B LACK’S L AW D ICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014).
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better position than the appellate court” to settle a dispute about what facts the officer was
aware of.33 And it is crucially relevant because both the Supreme Court and this Court have
said, time and again, that a Fourth-Amendment reasonableness inquiry should be informed
by the facts that were “available” to the officer when he conducted the contested search.34
C. Whether the officer actually drew a particular inference from the totality of
facts known to him.
Under the definition of “fact” stated above, whether an officer actually drew a
particular inference from the facts known to him should arguably also be considered a matter
of fact.35 A reviewing court will usually be in no “appreciably better position than” the trial
judge to resolve what inferences the officer did or did not make before he initiated the
contested search.36 Furthermore, findings of this sort will almost always turn on credibility
determinations—the officer testifies that he reached conclusion X based on facts A, B, and
C, and the trial judge either credits this testimony or he does not.
Although findings such as these are entitled to deference in the sense that the

33

See Guzman, 955 S.W.2d at 89; cf. also Duran, 396 S.W.3d at 571.

34

Cf. Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 21–22 (1968) (“And in making that assessment it is
imperative that the facts be judged against an objective standard: would the facts available
to the officer at the moment of . . . the search ‘warrant a man of reasonable caution in the
belief’ that the action taken was appropriate?”) (citations omitted); Weems, 493 S.W.3d at
579; Cole, 490 S.W.3d at 923; Parker v. State, 206 S.W.3d 593, 601 (Tex. Crim. App. 2006)
(explaining that “an officer, in the heat of the moment, will use all facts available to him”).
35

See supra note 32.

36

Guzman, 955 S.W.2d at 89.
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reviewing court should almost never seek to contradict the trial judge on matters of recordsupported fact,37 the reviewing court should nevertheless disregard such findings for the
purposes of reaching an ultimate legal ruling on exigent circumstances. This is because
whether an officer actually inferred one conclusion or another from the facts goes to his
subjective motivations. This, as we have seen, is “irrelevant” for Fourth-Amendment
purposes.38 So it does not matter if the officer did not actually infer that he was faced with
an exigency; if the known facts objectively support the existence of an exigency, the search
should be upheld.39 Likewise, it does not matter if the officer subjectively and in good faith
inferred that he was faced with an exigency if the known facts objectively counter that
inference.40 Once the historical facts are determined and any disputes as to the officer’s
awareness of historical facts are settled, the question becomes one of objective
reasonableness, not subjective processes of thought.41
D. The reasonableness of an inference based on the facts known to the officer.
The Supreme Court has said that, in assessing the reasonableness of an officer’s

37

Id.

38

Brigham, 547 U.S. at 404.

39

See id. at 405.

40

Cf. Terry, 392 U.S. at 22 (“If subjective good faith alone were the test, the
protections of the Fourth Amendment would evaporate[.]”) (citations omitted).
41

Cf. Brimage v. State, 918 S.W.2d 466, 493 (Tex. Crim. App. 1994) (Campbell, J.,
dissenting on orig. subm.).
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actions, a reviewing court should take into account not only the facts known to the officer,
but also the “specific reasonable inferences which he is entitled to draw from the facts in
light of his experience.”42 This would seem to necessitate an inquiry into whether a
particular inference was, or was not, “reasonable” under the circumstances. This case
provides yet another example: The police officers testified that they saw a nurse approaching
Garcia with an I.V. bag and Garcia shaking his head in the negative. The trial judge’s
findings suggest that he did not think it was reasonable for the officers to infer from these
facts that an I.V. was imminent. To what extent is this finding entitled to deference? To
what extent is it relevant to the exigent-circumstances analysis?
The answer to the first of these questions is: The trial judge’s finding in this regard
is not entitled to deference. Indeed, it should not be thought of as a “finding” at all, but
rather a legal conclusion. For, “[d]espite its fact-sensitive analysis, ‘reasonableness’ is
ultimately a question of substantive Fourth-Amendment law.”43 To be sure, in this as in other
law-enforcement contexts, “reasonableness” should be informed by the “practical
considerations of everyday life on which reasonable and prudent men, not legal technicians,
act.”44 But the appellate court is in just as good a position as the trial judge, once the facts

42

43

44

Terry, 392 U.S. at 27 (citations omitted).
Kothe, 152 S.W.3d at 62 (citing United States v. Sharpe, 470 U.S. 675, 682 (1985)).
Cf. Brinegar v. United States, 338 U.S. 160, 175 (1949).
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are settled, to decide this issue.45 In light of this, the trial judge’s determination that a
particular law-enforcement inference was, or was not, reasonable under the circumstances
should be reviewed de novo.
Furthermore, whether a particular inference is reasonable, or whether a reasonable
law-enforcement inference was available on particular facts, is often highly relevant to
resolving Fourth-Amendment issues. In this case, if the court of appeals were to look solely
at the historical facts available to the officers and did not take into account the reasonable
inferences they might have drawn from those facts, it would probably have to conclude that
there is nothing inherently exigent about a nurse standing next to a suspect holding I.V.
equipment. The exigency, if any, arises only from the dual inferences that, based on these
facts, (1) the nurse was about to infuse a substance into Garcia’s bloodstream, and (2) this
infusion might adversely affect the integrity of the blood evidence. If reasonable, these
inferences should be considered in determining whether, as a matter of law, the officers faced
an objective exigency relieving them of the obligation to obtain a warrant.
E. Whether the totality of facts available to the officer, and reasonable
inferences therefrom, objectively suffice to establish an exigency.
Once the preceding matters are settled, the trial judge should finally decide whether,
in light of the known facts and reasonable inferences therefrom, an objectively reasonable
officer would conclude that in the time it would take to secure a warrant the efficacy of the

45

See Guzman, 955 S.W.2d at 87, 89.
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search would be “significantly undermin[ed].”46

This is a Fourth-Amendment

“reasonableness” inquiry, so it is reviewed de novo.47 And, because it constitutes essentially
the determinative Fourth-Amendment question in a drunk-driving, exigent-circumstances
warrantless blood draw, it is obviously fundamentally relevant to the trial judge’s and
reviewing court’s ultimate rulings. This inquiry should take into account, not only the wellknown “natural dissipation” of alcohol in the body, but also “the procedures in place for
obtaining a warrant, the availability of a magistrate judge, and the practical problems of
obtaining a warrant within a timeframe that still preserves . . . reliable evidence.” 48
III. ANALYSIS
The court of appeals gave three reasons why, in its view, the trial judge erred in
suppressing the blood evidence.49 Keeping in mind that exigent-circumstances review should
be informed by the “totality of circumstances,”50 not turning on any one factor to the
exclusion of others, we address each consideration in turn. In so doing, we are mindful of
the following principles. First, “[i]n reviewing a trial court’s ruling on a motion to suppress,
an appellate court must view the evidence in the light most favorable to the trial court’s

46

McNeely, 569 U.S. at 152.

47

See Kothe, at 152 S.W.3d at 62–63.

48

Weems, 493 S.W.3d at 580 (footnotes, citations, and internal quotation marks

omitted).
49

Garcia, 2017 WL 728367, at *12.

50

McNeely, 569 U.S. at 151.
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ruling.”51 When, as in this case, the trial court “makes explicit fact findings, the appellate
court determines whether the evidence (viewed in the light most favorable to the trial court’s
ruling) supports these fact findings.”52 The reviewing court “must defer to a trial judge’s
factual findings which, when . . . read in their totality, reasonably support his legal
conclusion”—even if “viewed piecemeal and in isolation” they might be considered
“ambiguous.”53 We give the same “non-technical, common-sense deference” to the trial
judge’s individual factual findings as we do “to the totality of those findings.” 54
A. Severity of the accident and El Paso County’s warrant processes.
In support of its conclusion that the blood draw was justified by exigent
circumstances, the court of appeals noted that “Garcia’s accident resulted in three deaths,
several cars afire, and the necessity of numerous officers on the scene.” 55 Yet earlier in its
opinion, it seemingly rejected the State’s argument that “the delay in investigating and
controlling the accident scene or the severity of the accident contributed in creating an
exigency.”56 These conclusions appear to be in tension.

51

E.g., State v. Kelly, 204 S.W.3d 808, 818 (Tex. Crim. App. 2006) (citations

omitted).
52

Id.

53

Duran, 396 S.W.3d at 566.

54

Id. at 566–67.

55

Garcia, 2017 WL 728367, at *12.

56

Id. at *7.
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Fortunately, we need not resolve this tension. The United States Supreme Court has
expressly “decline[d] to hold that the seriousness of the offense under investigation itself
creates exigent circumstances of the kind that under the Fourth Amendment justify a
warrantless search.”57 And, insofar as the severity of the accident might have adversely
affected the officers’ ability to apply for a warrant—which sometimes occurs because the
manpower necessary to begin the warrant process is fully invested in controlling a chaotic
crime scene—under the trial judge’s findings, no such concern was present in this case. As
the court of appeals noted, Officer Rodriguez was able to depart the crime scene less than an
hour after his arrival to begin drafting a warrant affidavit.58 This demonstrates a reasonable
police judgment that, at least at the time the warrant process was initiated, the delay inherent
in obtaining a warrant did not pose a significant risk of undermining the efficacy of a blood
draw.59 It also undermines the State’s argument that El Paso’s underdeveloped warrantapplication processes reasonably contributed to the officers’ decision to dispense with a
warrant.
Of course, a reasonable officer might legitimately claim, as the State does in this case,

57

Mincey v. Arizona, 437 U.S. 385, 394 (1978).

58

Garcia, 2017 WL 728367, at *7.

59

Cf. McNeely, 569 U.S. at 158 n.7 (plurality opinion) (“[B]ecause the police are
presumably familiar with the mechanics and time involved in the warrant process in their
particular jurisdiction . . . we expect that officers can make reasonable judgments about
whether the warrant process would produce unacceptable delay under the circumstances.”)
(internal quotation marks and citations omitted).
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that although there may have been sufficient time to procure a warrant at the beginning of
the warrant-application process, some intervening cause made it so that any further delay was
objectively impractical. The State posits the possibility of medical intervention at the
hospital as one such cause. Before we turn to that argument, we briefly address the court of
appeals’ reference to cocaine metabolites.
B. Cocaine metabolites.
The court of appeals noted that, in this case, Garcia’s intoxication was induced by
both “alcohol and cocaine metabolites.”60 According to the court of appeals, this meant that
the officers’ need for contemporaneous blood evidence was extraordinarily high, because
cocaine and other narcotics are eliminated at an unknown rate. Thus, unlike the typical
situation in which “experts can work backwards to calculate blood-alcohol content at an
earlier” time, these officers faced a situation in which, minute-by-minute, evidence was being
metabolized “without the ability to know . . . how much evidence [they were] losing as time
passed.” 61
We do not disagree with this reasoning in principle,62 but it must be supported by the
facts. Here, it is not. The officers’ testimony was uniformly to the effect that they suspected
Garcia of alcohol-induced intoxication. There is nothing in the record to show how or why

60

Garcia, 2017 WL 728367, at *12.

61

Id. at *11 (citing Cole, 490 S.W.3d at 926–27).

62

See, e.g., Cole, 490 S.W.3d at 926–27.
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the officers might reasonably have suspected that Garcia was also using cocaine.
A search cannot be justified by what it uncovers.63 Accordingly, we will not consider
evidence that Garcia was under the influence of cocaine in reviewing de novo the
reasonableness of the officers’ search.
C. The possibility of medical treatment.
We come now to what the court of appeals aptly characterized as the “crux of the
case”64 —whether the imminent administration of an I.V. served as an intervening exigent
circumstance relieving the officers of the obligation to obtain a warrant in this case.
We agree with the State that the dilemma faced by an officer attempting to obtain
blood from a patient in need of medical treatment is more like a “now or never” situation
than it is like a “natural dissipation” situation. Indeed, in some respects, it is an even more
difficult position than the prototypical “now or never” situation, “in which the suspect has
control over easily disposable evidence.”65 For, at least in the latter situation, the officer is
not encumbered with the additional duty not to interfere with a person’s medical care. In the
emergency-room setting, the officer faces an impossible choice between (1) delaying a
potentially life-saving treatment to obtain the best possible evidence or (2) allowing that
evidence to be spoiled so that a suspect’s life might be saved. With these concerns in mind,
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we do not believe the Fourth Amendment requires police officers to wait until an I.V. needle
is inches away from the suspect’s arm before they may legally intervene—at which time,
paradoxically, they might be duty-bound not to intervene.66 We do not hesitate to say that,
if an officer is actually aware67 of facts from which an objectively reasonable officer could
conclude that an evidence-destroying medical treatment is imminent, the Fourth Amendment
allows the officer to take any reasonable steps to preserve the integrity of the imperiled
evidence.
But in this case, the trial judge’s record-supported findings show that these officers
were not faced with any such dilemma. The trial judge repeatedly emphasized his finding
that, as a matter of historical fact, at the time the officers ordered the phlebotomist to take a
sample of Garcia’s blood, all medical treatment of Garcia had stopped. By itself, this finding
would probably not suffice to dispose of the exigency issue. The trial judge would also have
to make a finding as to whether the officers were aware of this historical fact at the time they
initiated the search. What the State fails to appreciate, and what the court of appeals failed
to address, is that the trial judge did make such a finding.
After the trial judge orally found that, at the time of the blood draw, the medical
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personnel had “concluded” their treatment of Garcia and “no one was going to mess with”
his blood, the prosecutor interjected that the “officers didn’t know that, nobody
communicated with these officers.” The trial judge expressly responded: “At the time that
the blood [was] drawn, the officers knew all that.” This finding pertains to the historical
facts the officers were aware of at the time they ordered a search. So if this finding is
supported by the record—and there is ample reason to conclude that it is—it is entitled to
deference.
In this case, there were a number of disputes about whether the officers were in
position to see or hear what they claimed to have seen and heard. For example, there was a
dispute about whether the curtain surrounding Garcia’s bed was open or closed. There was
a dispute about whether the officers were inside the curtained area or outside. There was a
dispute about how close the officers were to Garcia in the E.R. There was a dispute about
whether conversations between medical staff members were audible to the officers. There
was a dispute about how much, if any, information was conveyed to the officers as Garcia
was being treated. There was even a dispute about whether Garcia was speaking in English
or Spanish.
The trial judge was at liberty to accept or reject some, all, or none of each witness’s
testimony in resolving each of these disputes.68 And each resolution properly informed the
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trial judge’s findings as to which historical facts the officers were aware of at the time they
decided to conduct a warrantless search. For instance, the trial judge as the trier of fact
would not have abused his discretion to find Officer Torres credible when he testified that
he was inside the curtained area, five to six feet from Garcia, and could overhear the medical
staff’s conversations about Garcia. And, although Torres testified that he did not specifically
hear Dr. Kavonian telling the nurse to cease placing an I.V. on Garcia, the trial judge was at
liberty to disbelieve the officer in this limited but critical regard. Indeed, this appears to have
been the trial judge’s very assessment of the facts on the ground; in his written findings of
fact, the trial judge explicitly refused to “attach any believability or any weight to” Torres’s
testimony “[t]hat he could not hear or see what was going on between the defendant, ER
Doctor and hospital staff.” 69
The totality of circumstances in this case also includes the trial judge’s finding that,
after the officers asked the phlebotomist, Adriana Gandara, for her assistance in drawing
Garcia’s blood, they released her to her normal duties for an extended period of time. Then,
as much as “twenty minutes later,” they paged her back to the E.R. to conduct a blood draw.
This timeline is supported in part by Gandara’s testimony, which the trial judge expressly
found credible.

before him or her.”) (citations omitted), overruled on other grounds by Watson v. State, 762
S.W.2d 591 (Tex. Crim. App. 1988).
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The State appears to argue that the trial judge was inescapably bound to reject
Gandara’s testimonial timeline because it does not match time-stamped events in the medical
records.

But Gandara made it abundantly clear through her testimony that she was

approximating the amount of time that passed between the events she described.70 Her
inability to recall the passage of time with timestamp-like exactitude did not make that
portion of her testimony incredible in its entirety. Specifically, the trial judge would not have
abused his discretion to credit her testimony at least insofar as she asserted that some
noticeable amount of time passed between the officers’ (1) requesting her assistance in
drawing Garcia’s blood, (2) releasing her to her regular duties while they secured the
appropriate “paperwork,” and then (3) re-summoning her to carry out the draw. And once
again, affording the trial judge’s findings a non-technical, common-sense deference, that
appears to be precisely the trial judge’s assessment of Gandara’s testimony.71
If we add to Gandara’s estimated timeline of events the trial judge’s record-supported
finding that, at the time of the search, the officers were aware that all medical treatment had
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stopped, we begin to understand the trial judge’s rationale for suppressing the evidence. An
objectively reasonable officer, knowing that all medical care had ceased, and having waited
several minutes after all care had ceased to finally conduct a blood draw, would not have
concluded that he was in a “now or never” situation.72 Such an officer would understand,
particularly with another officer back at the station actively preparing a warrant, that further
delay for the purpose of finalizing the already-begun warrant process would not
“significantly undermin[e]” the probativity of the blood results.73 Under the trial judge’s
findings, the only diminution in evidentiary value the officers risked at that point was the
natural dissipation of alcohol in Garcia’s system. And, by virtue of the fact that they had
already begun the warrant process knowing that it would take some time, the officers
signaled a reasonable law-enforcement judgment that this risk was not significant in light of
the time it would take to complete the process.
That is why, even considering this medical-treatment evidence in conjunction with the
severity of the accident and the supposedly underdeveloped warrant processes in El Paso
County, we conclude that the trial judge’s record-supported findings weigh against the
existence of an exigency in this case. If obtaining a warrant was reasonably feasible at the
beginning of the application process, and the trial judge rejected the factual basis of the only
plausible intervening cause that could make that process impractical to complete, then
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abandoning the already-begun warrant-application process and instead conducting a
warrantless blood draw was objectively unreasonable.
Our holding is not based on the trial judge’s difficult-to-comprehend finding that the
officers’ “assessment” that exigent circumstances existed “[was] not credible.” This finding
can only be understood in one of two ways, neither of which is particularly helpful in this
context. To the extent that, through this finding, the trial judge was trying to communicate
that he considered the officers’ assessment of the facts to have been unreasonable under the
circumstances, that is a legal conclusion to which we owe no deference. To the extent that
the judge was indicating that he simply did not credit the officers’ testimony that they
believed in good faith that they were faced with an exigency, such a finding is irrelevant to
the objective Fourth-Amendment inquiry. We disregard all of the trial judge’s various
“finding[s]” to this effect.
Instead, our holding is based on the sensible notion that “a warrantless search must
be strictly circumscribed by the exigencies which justify its initiation.”74 Or, as the trial
judge rather succinctly put it, “[o]nce the exigency ends, it ends.” The trial judge acted
within his discretion to find that, at the time of the search, Rodriguez, Lom, and Torres were
collectively aware of facts that would lead an objectively reasonable officer to conclude that
any exigency presented by the possibility of medical care had passed. Although we might
well have dissected the officers’ awareness of historical facts differently were we in the trial
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judge’s position, “[t]he trial judge decides that fact. The court of appeals does not. We do
not. And appellate courts must view the trial judge’s factual findings in the light most
favorable to his ultimate conclusion.” 75
IV. COUNTER-ARGUMENTS
The dissent matter-of-factly maintains that the officers in this case “waited for a lull
in the treatment, marveled at their great good fortune that no evidence-compromising
procedure had yet occurred, and extracted the evidence in a manner that did not adversely
impact the on-going medical evaluation and treatment.”76 Perhaps that is the accounting of
historical facts that the dissent would have adopted were it in the institutional position of a
trial judge carefully weighing the testimony given in this case. But it is not the accounting
that this trial judge actually adopted. This trial judge found that, when Garcia’s blood was
drawn at 3:17 a.m., the officers were aware that the medical staff had decided to comply with
Garcia’s request that he not receive an I.V. At that time, Garcia’s treatment was not in a
“momentary lull”—at least not from the officers’ perspective.

From the officers’

perspective, at 3:17 a.m., Garcia was not receiving any treatment, nor was he yet scheduled
to receive any further treatment.
As the dissent concedes in a footnote,77 Garcia’s CT scan was not ordered until 3:18
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(or possibly even 3:19) a.m. This fact was not lost on the trial judge.78 With no pressing or
forthcoming exigency, at 3:17 a.m., a reasonable officer would not have abandoned the
warrant process—not until some articulable, emergent reason to do so presented itself. Of
course, with the benefit of hindsight we now know that Garcia received a CT scan several
minutes after his blood was drawn. But we cannot simply graft knowledge of, or concern
about, a procedure that was not even ordered until 3:18 a.m. onto the officers’ awareness of
historical facts at 3:17 a.m. Assessing police conduct with the advantage of hindsight is
inconsistent with the Fourth Amendment’s idea of “reasonableness.” 79
Knowing this, the dissent proposes a different way of resolving this matter. The
dissent would have us adopt a per se rule that, any time a person suspected of committing a
serious drunk-driving offense is taken to a hospital for medical treatment, the Fourth
Amendment will indiscriminately tolerate the warrantless seizure of that person’s blood.80
According to the dissent, resolving suppression issues the traditional way—presenting
evidence, weighing testimony, and carefully assessing credibility on-the-spot—is “hardly
worth the effort” when facts such as these are present.81 For a number of reasons, we
respectfully disagree.
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There is no reason why all of the hectic facts attendant to an emergency-room visit
cannot be considered, in conjunction with all of the other facts and circumstances
surrounding a search, under the traditional totality-of-circumstances test. For “[n]umerous
police actions are judged [by] fact-intensive, totality of the circumstances analyses rather than
according to categorical rules, including in situations that are more likely to require police
officers to make difficult split-second judgments.”82 The dissent suggests that the setting of
an emergency room is so “inherent[ly]” exigent that the careful case-by-case approach
endorsed by McNeely is “inadequate.”83 But Schmerber itself demonstrates that the case-bycase approach, if imperfect, is certainly not “inadequate” to account for the possibility that
a hospitalized drunk-driving suspect will receive medical care.
In Schmerber v. California, the defendant crashed his car into a tree, and both he and
his passenger were “taken to a hospital for treatment.”84 While he was there “receiving
treatment,” a police officer arrested him for drunk driving and ordered a blood test over his
objection.85 While the Schmerber Court ultimately decided that that search was reasonable,
it took special pains to point out that it “reach[ed] th[at] judgment only on the facts of the
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present record”86 —not as a function of a per se rule that, anytime a drunk-driving suspect is
hospitalized, his blood is fair game without a warrant. The McNeely majority described
Schmerber as fitting “comfortably” within the settled scheme of analyzing exigencies on a
case-by-case, totality-of-circumstances basis.87 The plurality cited Schmerber in support of
the proposition that “medically drawn blood tests” can be considered reasonable “in
appropriate circumstances” 88 —not categorically so.
It is true that the totality-of-circumstances test will sometimes ultimately “pivot[]” on
what we might consider to be inscrutable fact findings from a trial judge.89 But in dealing
with Fourth-Amendment reasonableness inquiries, it has always been that way—and, unless
we adopt a per se rule that all warrantless searches are reasonable, or all are unreasonable,
it always will be. Dealing with the fact-bound intricacies of every case as it comes to us may
be a “tedious, hair-splitting” endeavor;90 it may occasionally produce “bottom line” outcomes
that we find unpalatable.91 But it is our duty as judges to earnestly grapple with the facts as
settled in the courts below—and, having done so, to let the chips fall where they may.
V. CONCLUSION
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We agree with the State that if an officer holds an objectively reasonable belief that
an evidence-destroying medical treatment is about to take place, the Fourth Amendment does
not command him to wait until the treatment is mere moments away before he may act. In
such a situation, an officer is permitted to take all reasonable measures, up to and including
initiating a warrantless blood draw, to preserve the integrity of important evidence. We
simply hold that the trial judge’s extensive, record-supported findings foreclose any
conclusion that this was an objectively reasonable concern in this case. The court of appeals
erred to hold otherwise, and its judgment is therefore reversed.
Delivered: December 12, 2018
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